The single-double (SD) method, in which single and double excitations of the HartreeFock wave function are summed to all-orders in perturbation theory, is described.
Dirac Hamiltonian
One-electron atoms:
The spectrum of h 0 consists of electron bound states (0 < i ≤ mc 
Many-electron atoms:
The no-pair Hamiltonian is a many-electron generalization obtained from the field-theoretic Hamiltonian of QED by performing a contact transformation to eliminate the electronphoton interaction to order e + . . .
The sums over virtual states m, n, . . . above are restricted to positive-energy states only. • Perturbation theory oscillates back and forth without signs of convergence.
Examples from MBPT
• It is necessary to go beyond 3rd-order MBPT.
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Single-Double Equations
Later, we will discuss triples
Core Excitation Equations
≈ 15,000,000 ρ mnab coefficients for Cs ( = 6). 
Valence Equations
≈ 1,000,000 ρ mnvb coefficients for each state (Cs)
Expansion of Core Energy
Second-Order
We find
• δE C agrees with MBPT through third-order.
Expansion of Valence Energy
Second-order
• δE v agrees with MBPT through second order.
v from MBPT!! 
v extra gives the entire third-order valence correlation energy • E (4)+ < 1% of correlation energy for Z > 20
All-order energies 
